
re-imagining collaboration
Enabling Smoother Team Collaboration 

at the Indian Register of Shipping

Collaboration becomes a business critical function for a company which believes in 

setting new service standards in the marine industry. IRS decided it required a 

specialist to deliver the infrastructure needed to ensure smooth and timely 

communication through their operations processes.
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The Challenge
The Indian Register of Shipping (IRS) is an internationally recognised independent ship classification society, 
founded in India in 1975. IRS is a full member of the International Association of Classification Societies  

(IACS), a major international body governing the shipping industry. 

Since IRS services needs to meet the applicable international requirements while maintaining precise 

project schedules, smooth collaboration between various teams and stakeholders is imperative. This 

created the need to have a high-quality and high-reliability video collaboration network as a platform for 
their operations. Actis was engaged to design and build this platform for them.
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The IRS team defined flexibility of use, high-clarity communication and 

digital data sharing as their priorities to achieve operations efficiency. They 

decided to create a Multi-Purpose Hall,  Boardroom, Meeting and Seminar 

Room and Video Conferencing Room. 

Of these, the  and , 16-seat Video Conferencing room 70-seat Boardroom

have high-definition video conferencing systems to connect with the outside 

world. This makes cross-location meetings possible more frequently, at 

short notice and with a lower investment of executive time and travel costs. 

Both rooms are also set up with  that display high-multi-media projectors

impact digital data. They also feature , allowing preset advanced lighting control

light settings for different scenarios. The ’Look-At-Me' button placed on the 

table focuses the camera onto the speaker when pressed.

The IRS  are also similarly equipped with a Meeting and Seminar rooms

projector and motorised screen. Mics and ceiling speakers ensure speech is 

audible in all parts of the room. Lastly, every digital collaboration room is 

controlled with a .user- friendly touch panel controller
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The  created by Actis features a 240-seat Multi-Purpose Hall multi-media 

projector motorised projection screen and a . 

This hall can be used as one single space when a large audience needs to 

be presented with information. But it can also be divided into two smaller 

halls of 144-seats and 80-seats each for smaller groups. This requires the 

display systems to allow flexibility and be re-aligned as needed. 

The primary projection screens are supplemented with additional LCD displays, 

which have been put up for use as digital signage, or to display live event feeds 

during the large gatherings. The proceeding at the  events can also be recorded

and then broadcast to important stakeholders at a later date.

Besides this a  designed by trolley-mounted, Mobile Video Conferencing Unit

Actis has also been provided. 
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The Result
As organisations continue to grow and clients demand performance that is 
up to international standards, collaboration becomes a business critical function. 
At IRS, this required an upgrade to business infrastructure to move beyond basic email and software 
collaboration tools which were the norm in the past.

The result is, that video collaboration is improving operational efficiency at IRS 
by making interactions simpler, more natural and more effective. 

When it comes to audio-visual solutions, we 

trust only Actis. They are not only the experts in 

end-to-end solutions but also have very well-

trained resource people. Gautam Dhawan
Vice President - IRS
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